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ABSTRACT 

A technology  that  would  line a wellbore, at least partially, as it is drilled would  have 
significant advantages  compared to conventional steel casing cemented into place after 
completion of each hole interval.  Cost savings from reduced lost circulation problems, 
better wellbore stability, lower  probability of stuck pipe  and other trouble, and  the ability to 
seal certain zones  without a full string of casing would  be a major improvement to  the 
economics of geothermal drilling. 

This report identifies a number of specific problems that could be solved or mitigated by 
alternative wellbore-lining techniques. The report  also describes the state-of-the-art for 
four kinds of wellbore lining and draws general conclusions about the costs and benefits of 
each of these systems. There are recommendations  about  which activities should be 
pursued by DOE-sponsored laboratories to advance the technology in the case of each 
technique. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A technology  that  would line a wellbore,  at least partially, as it is drilled would have 
significant advantages compared to conventional steel casing cemented into place after 
completion of each drilling interval.  Cost savings from reduced lost circulation problems, 
better wellbore stability, lower  probability of stuck pipe and other trouble, and the ability to 
seal certain zones without a full string of casing would be a major improvement to the 
economics of geothermal drilling. 

This report identifies a number of specific problems that could be solved or mitigated by 
alternative wellbore-lining techniques and divides those techniques into four types: 

Continuous Wellbore Lining while Drilling (WLD) with chemical means 
Continuous WLD with steel (or  other metal) means 

a Step-Wise Lining (SWL) with  chemical means, and 
Step-Wise Lining (SWL) with steel. 

The  report also describes the state-of-the-art for these four kinds of wellbore lining and 
draws  general conclusions about the costs  and benefits of each of  these systems. There are 
recommendations about activities that should be pursued by DOE-sponsored laboratories to 
advance the technology in the  case of each  technique. 

II. INTRODUCTION 

When wells are drilled to depths of more  than a few  hundred feet, conventional practice is 
to set successive, separate strings of casing  as the well gets deeper. The depth of each 
string is determined by several factors, including rock properties (fracture gradient, 
sloughing, swelling, unstable, or unconsolidated formation), formation fluids (pore 
pressure  much less or much  greater  than dnlling fluid pressure), or even regulatory 
requirements (most agencies require that  at least 10% of the wellbore  always  be behind 
casing). These criteria apply to most kinds of drilling - onshore or offshore oil  and gas, 
geothermal, or even minerals exploration - and  they are further complicated by the ever- 
present possibility of unexpected  trouble,  which  can  mean an extra string of casing is run to 
prevent or remedy  some  downhole  problem. This is expensive for more  than one reason, 
as described in more detail below. 

There are three important implications of this process: 
Because each casing string limits the diameter of the drill bit and successive casing 
strings that can  pass  through it, the  hole diameter decreases as the well  gets deeper. 
Because of casing costs and  diameter reduction, it is  beneficial to make the 
intervals between casing points as long  as possible. 
Problems or trouble most  often  occur  while drilling the  wellbore intervals between 
casing points. 

The  two latter points counter each other - it is highly desirable to drill long intervals 
between running successive casings, but  doing so greatly increases the probability of 
trouble.  If a "contingency  string" is needed to isolate a troublesome zone, this imposes a 
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significant cost for the additional casing and cementing and for the necessity of larger 
diameter casing above the contingency string, so that the required bottomhole diameter can 
be preserved  at the designed dimension. 

No matter  what the arena, the aim of research and development is to reduce the cost of  well 
development, but  new technology is usually most beneficial in high-cost ventures. The 
problems in standard, relatively shallow, relatively cheap oil and  gas drilling can usually  be 
prevented or mitigated by good planning and attention to detail, so an improved wellbore 
lining system might  have little impact on  these  generally trouble-free wells.  On the other 
hand, deep oil  and gas drilling, where  high temperatures and high-pressure zones are 
common, has  many situations that lead to additional casing strings that  put the problem 
zone behind pipe.  Geothermal wells have high temperatures, hard, abrasive rocks, and lost 
circulation that inflate their cost well  above an onshore oil and gas well of the same depth, 
while offshore drilling is often an order of magnitude more expensive than land drilling. 

For  geothermal wells, the  chief issue is severe lost circulation. Proper casing and 
cementing practice are severely compromised by  lost circulation and/or  well  bores that 
have low fracture gradients. 

ID. STUDY OBJECTIVES 

If a method of sealing or lining the wellbore,  with or without steel casing, while drilling 
were possible, then many advantages would accrue. Investigation of that possibility, 
stimulated by a National Advanced Drilling and Excavation Technologies (NADET) 
research  topic specific to lost circulation in geothermal wells, defined the original 
objectives of this study and report. 

1. Identify the well drillingkonstruction problems that can be reduced or eliminated 

2. Develop a list of potential lining technologies, including those in current 
by development of wellbore lining techniques. 

commercial development, that are candidates to solve the identified problems. 
Define the development needs that confront each candidate. Analyze the list to 
determine any attractive candidates that are not being pursued by industry. [we 
should note  that  at least two candidates for lining the wellbore - drilling with 
casing and expandable tubing - have become  much more mature during this study. 
These commercial products and services are available now  and are undergoing 
further development. Neither is aimed at the geothermal  lost circulation problem.] 

3. Based on the development needs identified in Objective 2 above, recommend a 
program to address development topics in  wellbore lining. This could be either a 
set of technology developments carried out by National Laboratories or certain 
supporting technology activities in support of industry development. Describe any 
additional benefits from wellbore lining techniques that appear during the study. 

IV. PROBLEM  IDENTIFICATION  AND  DESCRIPTION 

A number of costly  problems could be eliminated or alleviated by a wellbore lining while 
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drilling (WLD) system. Although the original objective was specific to the problem of 
severe lost circulation when drilling geothermal wells - and this application is still  highly 
relevant because lost circulation is the most expensive problem in eothermal drilling, 
sometimes representing as  much  as 15% to 20% of total well  cost’$ - a closer look  at  the 
functions of WLD systems has shown that it would also be beneficial in several other 
situations. Each of these cases is described in more detail below. 

Lost circulation is the condition in  which drilling fluid, because of the 
formation  fluid’s  low pore pressure, flows into the formation rather than returning up the 
wellbore annulus. This loss can  reach extremely high rates, up to 1000 gallondminute, and 
is harmful for several reasons. 

If the drilling fluid fails to clean the hole and  return cuttings to the surface, the 
chips can fall back  on the bottom-hole assembly and stick the drilling assembly. 
Drilling fluid, especially in many high-temperature formulations, is expensive and 
losing it to the formation instead of re-circulating it is costly. 
In geothermal wells, the  production zone is usually a lost-circulation zone, so it is 
sometimes difficult to cure a harmful lost circulation zone while  preserving its 
productive potential. 
Lost circulation can suddenly lower the fluid level in a well. Decreasing the static 
head of drilling fluid in a hot formation can  allow the mud to flash into steam  and 
may cause a loss of well control. This can occur either in productive or non- 
productive zones. 
In  the intervals that are not to be produced, the lost circulation zone must  be 
“sealed” to provide a wellbore that can be cased and cemented to  the  surface.  (See 
“Difficult Cement Jobs” below.) The problems of sealing the zone to allow for 
cementing the casing are a major part of lost circulation problem. 
Placement of lost circulation materials (LCM) is difficult because  the top and 
bottom of the loss zone are often  not  well  known. The LCM or cement being  used 
to heal  the loss zone are especially likely to  migrate  away from the  targeted 
placement zone if drilling has continued well past it into another loss zone, or if 
there is considerable rat hole  below the original loss zone. 

Uncontrolled loss to the formation places a costly limit on drilling. Drilling 
without returns may  not  be  an acceptable approach for the reasons  given  above. 

In  many areas where geothermal drilling is done, water is in short supply. 

The  use of (lighter) aerated drilling fluids to combat lost circulation will sometimes permit 
drilling ahead, but does not solve the need for a competent wellbore during cementing (see 
below). The tendency  toward  lost circulation is aggravated by  the pressure imbalance 
between the relatively cool (denser) column of drilling fluid and the  hot (less dense) 
geothermal fluids in the formation. 

.stdqpe: In addition  to the “mechanical” sticking caused by chips and cuttings collecting 
on  top of the drilling assembly  (described above), the  pipe  can  also  be  held  against  the 
wellbore  wall  by differential between the drilling fluid pressure and the pore  pressure. 
Many intervals encountered in geothermal drilling are under-pressured, This means  that 
the pore pressure is less than that of a column of cooler water at the same depth. 
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Differentially stuck pipe will  not rotate nor can pulling move it. This, of course, cannot 
happen if the wellbore formation is sealed or lined. 

-: Wellbore instability has a number of effects, which  can cause widely 
varying kinds of problems. 

The wellbore may  be  mechanically unstable because the rock is fractured or it can 
occur due to degradation of the wall due to the invasion of fluids from the drilling 
fluids. The wellbore wall, especially in formations with significant clay content, 
may become weakened by adsorption of water into the clay of the wellbore rock. 
Sloughing or unconsolidated formations can aggravate hole-cleaning problems, can 
fall in around the drill pipe to stick it, and  can  wash out to a very large diameter. 
Large washouts not  only complicate cementing, but lower fluid velocity  in the 
larger diameter reduces cuttings-carrying capacity. 

stick the pipe or prevent  running casing. 
Swelling or squeezing clays  may reduce hole dameter to a point that will either 

Each of these problems will  make  it difficult to clean the hole of drilled cuttings and  will 
ultimately make cementing the casing or liner in  place very difficult. 

v: Because  geothermal casings must be cemented completely back to 
surface, there is often a problem  getting a competent cement job where the formations have 
shown either low strength or lost circulation. This results from the cement’s higher 
density, and thus higher static head, relative to drilling fluid. It is also critical that no water 
is trapped between the cement  and casing, for it  will either flash to steam or the liquid will 
thermally expand, with the possibility that either can collapse the casing as the wellbore 
goes through its temperature cycles. 

Methods using very light-weight cement (less than 12 ppg) have sometimes been 
successful in low pressurdlow strength zones. Lost circulation during cementing often 
results in incomplete cement jobs that  must be repaired by: 

Top jobs, where the cement is placed into the annulus between casings by small- 
diameter tubing, or 
Perforation and squeezing, where the inner casing is perforated above the  top of the 
incomplete cement and  additional cement is displaced through the holes up  the 
annulus. This method has the weakness that  it depends only on the cement  (not 
steel) to seal the perforations  and is therefore vulnerable to cement degradation. 

Failed cement jobs are very difficult to repair. 

The need for a full-length cement  sheath creates other problems that dictate how  the  well is 
drilled and completed. Standard  geothermal  practice is that lost circulation zones must  be 
fixed as they are encountered so that  they  will  not interfere with the cementing work. This 
is  ex ensive because some lost  circulation zones require 10 to 20 cement plugs to  seal 
them and allow drilling to resume.  Each plug requires cementing the loss zone and 
waiting on cement  until it is  sufficiently set to re-enter the well  and  to drill ahead. This 
means that even a one-plug lost  circulation  seal  will  take 12 to 24 hours. Foam cement (the 
cement is foamed with  nitrogen or air  bubbles  in  the cement) is an approach that has  been 
tried successfully. There are  some concerns about  the fact that the foamed cement  is  hard 

? 
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to control and  that the resulting cement does not have the same very low permeability of 
regular cement to seal the casing from formation fluid chemicals. 

p: The material that is used in lining the  wellbore 
as  we  drill  will  need to form a superior bond  with the wall of the hole. Subsequent 
cementing operations may then be able to form an improved cement bond to the lining. 
The lining  process  would strengthen the “fracture gradient” permitting the use of more 
common cement weights. 

-: If an impermeable seal were developed on the surface of the  wellbore 
wall  the C02 degradation of the cement would be reduced. As geothermal production 
wells  age,  there is growing evidence’  that C02 degradation of cement (even when placed 
properly)  is  becoming a significant problem. The presence of carbon dioxide permits the 
carbon to replace the aluminum in the cement, forming a much weaker material. The 
sealing material  would be a barrier that prevented the formation COZ from making contact 
with  the metallic casing. New cement mixes are improving this situation somewhat, but  it 
is quite early  to assume that the problem is completely solved. 

P: All wells are  designed  to be completed with a given size 
production interval, but the casing program is aimed  at minimizing the total amount of 
casing because it is very expensive - casing  and  cement  can account for 30 to 35% of total 
well  cost”. This is particularly important in geothermal wells, where the large flow rates 
require larger-diameter production intervals than  is  typical in oil and gas wells. If 
unexpected problems require an extra string of casing  not in the original design then the 
production casing will be smaller than planned, reducing the potential flow rate and adding 
cost. To guard against such a situation the casing program is often designed with the upper 
casing one size larger than  required, in case a contingent string is needed. In general, 
geothermal wells have self-powered production through boiling in the wellbore, which 
lightens the fluid column enough for the formation pressure to drive the fluid up the well. 
This means that a reduction  in diameter can result  in much less production than planned 
for. There are no simple or cheap solutions to this problem. 

W e l h m t d  Drilling fluid is the first element of well control. The drilling fluid pressure 
against the wellbore  wall  must  be slightly greater than the fluid in the pore space or  the 
reservoir fluids will enter the wellbore. This  can result in a kick,  which is often a precursor 
to  problems  with  well control. An ideal result  would  be a WLD system that would not 
only  protect  against the under-pressured  lost circulation case described above, but also 
would sustain external pressure and  protect  against over-pressured zones. 

Providing well control as  an over-pressured section is drilled is a more difficult problem to 
handle. Student experiments at  the University of Tulsa indicated that when epoxy was 
squeezed into the pore space the rock  would  support limited internal pressure and  pore- 
space to wellbore. pressures. This is the genesis of the mold-in-place (extrude or wipe on 
the wall) concept for wellbore lining. 

Well control in geothermal dnlling has a slightly different origin. The pressures are almost 
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universally  lower than those encountered in  oil  and gas drilling. For temperatures less than 
approximately 550°F the well can be controlled with cold water. As the temperatures 
increase above 620°F the accompanying pressure exceeds 2000 psi. If the permeability  is 
high, as it is in  most geothermal resource areas, then a prolific flow of fluid will occur 
which  may  be difficult to control. The key to control is having adequate casing setting 
depths. This will permit shutting the well  in  under all circumstances. 

Y & x h t d t  In geothermal production, there  are often cold-water flows into the 
wellbore that seriously reduce the heat of the  produced fluid and thus the power 
deliverability by a significant fraction. Some formations in Northern Nevada wells have 
been  shown  through spinner-temperature surveys to be producing lower temperature water 
into the wellbore, thereby lowering the water temperature delivered to the power plant. A 
reliable method to selectively shut off  these cold-water zones would maximize power 
generation. 

There are similar problems of selective shut-off needs in the oil and gas production. 
Production from oil reservoirs is often from cased and perforated zones. As the water  drive 
pushes the oil-water contact up during the production of the well, some  of  the  perforated 
zones  begin to produce water. Also as a well produces from a reservoir, the pressure cap 
may expand, leading to increased gas in the produced oil. For open hole or cased and 
perforated completions a technique to selectively seal these trouble zones would be very 
effective in sustaining production from a well  and reservoir. The needs for the selective 
shutoff are more production related than drilling related. 

-: Many high-energy  geothermal wells are intended to penetrate 
more  than one fractured production  zone.  Often  when the first production zone is drilled 
there  is severe lost circulation (as with  most  prolific geothermal production zones). Most 
geothermal production zones have very high permeability values. If the first encountered 
zone  will  take fluid in large quantities, but the fractures are not large enough to  swallow 
the cuttings as well, this is an almost guaranteed stuck-pipe situation. A way to 
temporarily seal the upper production zone while drilling on to the next productive zone 
would help solve this problem. The lining material for this application must be removable 
after the well  is drilled to the deeper production  zone. This problem occurs in  many  multi- 
zone geothermal production wells in the Philippines and Indonesia. 

The same process used to line the wellbore might be configured to line 
casing with cement or other materials to significantly reduce the corrosion problem  that  is 
often a part of geothermal production tubulars. Cement-lined pipe and casing was  used  by 
Unocal in the Salton Sea Reservoir area of  the Imperial Valley with some success. The 
lined pipekasing was cement lined with a spin cast process, and the joints were sealed 
separately as the casing was installed. The cement-lined casing was an approach to prevent 
or retard the comosion  attack on normal  steel casing. The (much) more expensive 
alternative was a string of titanium casing. A technique to line the casing in  place  might 
improve  on  that  approach even further. The expandable solid tubulars (described later) is 
another approach to corrosion problems,  in  which a solid lining of corrosion-resistant 
material is expanded inside a less costly  and  less corrosion resistant casing in  place. 
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 summa^: The ability to seal the wellbore to lost circulation as the well is being dnlled 
would be a major breakthrough to the geothermal industry. Even though the ultimate tool 
may  seal immediately behind the  bit while drilling, devices are currently commercially 
available that seal the wellbore in a step-wise approach and  may have great utility for 
fighting severe lost circulation problems. 

V.  PROBLEM  QUANTIFICATION 

To assess the effect on well cost of reducing lost circulation, a generic geothermal well  was 
simulated with the Sandia well-cost model. A description of the well and its lost 
circulation events is given in the table below. 

Table 1 - E f P  

prof‘e, ,5500 - 7500’ 1500 - 5500’ 500 - 1500’. 50 - 500’ cost 
~~ 12.25/9.63” 17.5113.38’’ 

2.538 0 2 3 5 Severe LC 
2.234 0 1 2 2 Moderate  LC 

lost circulation 
1,968 0 0 0 0 Baseline - no 
C$k) a 

TOD hole Total.wel1 ,Production Intermediate Intermediate 

holelcasine 26,20,, 

This shows that eliminating lost circulation from a well  with severe problems can save 
more  than 20% in  well cost. This order of magnitude is supported by field experience with 
an exploration well2 where just the cost of cementing services for lost circulation plugs 
exceeded a half-million dollars. This is also a conservative calculation in that it does not 
claim any benefits for eliminating other trouble such as stuck pipe. If  we assume  half  this 
benefit  as an average for 20 geothermal wells per year, total annual savings would  exceed 
$5 million. 

This kind of calculation also provides a bound to acceptable cost for a system that  would 
eliminate lost circulation. If the system cost $100,000 per well to provide the service, it 
could  still save $150,000 - 400,000 per well,  which  might apply to at least 50% of the 
production wells drilled. Because  the incidence of lost circulation is much lower.there, 
wells  in the Imperial  Valley  would not benefit  as  much as wells at Coso, Utah, Northern 
Nevada, near Geysers wells and young volcanics, such as those on the island of Hawaii. 

-: Infill drilling in fields such  as Cos0 must pass  through depleted production 
zones. While this is similar to the low pressure of a geothermal resource, it causes 
additional problems with differential sticking and  lost circulation. 

w: Wells in Indonesia and  the prolific fields on Leyte in the 
Philippines often have more  than one productive interval. As drilling progresses  past the 
first production zone, there  is severe loss circulation, which  often sticks the drilling 
assembly.  In order to  drill on to the next production  horizon it is necessary to close the 
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shallower loss zone while drilling on  to the deeper one. The seal must be temporary so that 
after the deeper production zone is penetrated the upper zone can be reopened for 
production. Current techniques use a steel  liner  that is cemented only  on the bottom 50 or 
so feet. To reopen the zone, the liner cement  is acidized away and the hole cleaned out by 
drilling.  Using a fiberglass section or an aluminum  section that can  be pulled and  the hole 
cleaned  up for the final production completion  is also a possible approach. 

Flat time is defined as  any  time during which the hole is not being 
advanced. An industry forum5 presented a 250-well database that showed FT represents 65- 
83% of total time the rig is over the hole, and  that tripping and casing installation together 
were  22-33% of total rig time. These cost categories, particularly for offshore operations, 
are clearly targets for improvement. 

VI. LINING ALTERNATIVES 

If we consider only the lost circulation problems  that originally motivated this  repon, then 
the  standing liquid level in the wellbore can characterize the extent of the lost circulation, 
which is controlled by  pore pressure and  transmissivity of the formation. In general, 
especially in a geothermal well, the liquid (i.e., drilling fluid) level will be considerably 
below the ground level, indicating that  the  wellbore’s  pore pressure will not support a full 
fluid column. An option, however, is to drill  with a low-density fluid that has at  all  points 
in the wellbore a fluid pressure equal  to or lower  than  the pore pressure. In this case, there 
would be no lost circulation and the hole would still be cleaned of cuttings, although this 
method  would not address the problem of cementing casing once reaching the proper 
depth. Such low-density drilling fluids -aerated mud, foam, water-based mud with light 
solids such as glass micro balloons, and  air - have  been tried in geothermal drilling with 
some success in the lost-circulation area, but are expensive and are not fully satisfactory 
because of the remaining cementing deficiencies. These systems also fail to mitigate the 
other problems described above. 

Lining concepts that could mitigate wellbore  problems could take many different forms, 
but a useful way of classifying them is by their functional ability to line the hole 
continuously at a point very near the bit. For convenience, we  will  call systems that  can 
put continuous lining in  the hole at or near  the bit, Wellbore-Lining while Drilling (WLD) 
systems  and those that introduce the lining in discrete intervals, Step-Wise Lining (SWL). 

There are major subsets within each of these classifications, based on whether the  wellbore 
is  actually  sealed (made impermeable) or just constrained by a mechanical barrier.  Each of 
these  categories is discussed in more detail below,  with attention to which of the identified 
problems each technique might  be effective in  mitigating. The category labels refer to 
Table 2 below,  which  ranks the alternatives in  terms  of their effectiveness in solving the 
variety of problems described above. 

3: The optimum capability for a WLD 
system is emplacement of a mechanically strong, impermeable, chemically impervious 
wellbore lining with small enough  thickness  that it would not hinder withdrawal of the drill 
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bit. A concept called “Subterrene”, developed by Los Alamos in the 1970s, used  an 
electrical heater to melt rock, which  then became a glassy lining on the wellbore  wall  and 
fulfilled many of these requirements. Although this concept went as far as lab-scale tests, 
there  were  many problems (not all rocks were suitable for melting, glassy lining sealed up 
production zones, very large power transmission to downhole) that discouraged further 
development4. 

If we consider the sealing aspect of a WLD system, we can envision the application, just 
behind the bit, of a flexible, perhaps polymer-like, substance that  would adhere to the 
wellbore wall or, even better, penetrate the formation, and would have enough strength to 
resist internal or external pressure differential. In many ways, this is the most intriguing 
solution, for it has the potential to solve so many of the problems we have considered. 

In  an  ideal case, the sealing WLD system  would have these attributes: 
a It  would  allow drilling the well  at rates comparable to current technology. 

It would provide an effective seal on the wellbore wall  that,  at least temporarily, 

a It would  not interfere with cuttings removal. 
a It would create a lining rugged  enough to survive subsequent drilling (drill string 

rotation) and casing installation. In the most optimistic case, the lining could 
replace part of the casing. 

remedied or mitigated lost circulation and/or well control problems. 

It would not be so costly  and complex as to preclude its use. 

This ideal system would, on the other hand, face the following development challenges: 
a A conduit, in parallel with  the drilling fluid circulation, would  be  necessary to 

continuously deliver the necessary  materials and power to creatdinstall the 
wellbore lining. 

annulus most likely will  be  necessary. 

or underreaming bit will  be  necessary. 

with the seal creation. This path cannot create a flow restriction that will 
overpressure and  break  down the formation at the bit. (Reverse circulation  may be 
part of the solution to this problem.) 

quickly enough to provide an intemaVexternal pressure seal  immediately. This may 
require a two-component  polymer for the quick set. 

drilling where fracture apertures are sometimes inches to  feet across. 

wall. It  must  not  be circulated back to the surface or adhere to the drill  string or 
other downhole components. 

A partial seal between the lining-creation mechanism and  the balance of  the well 

a Unless the lining is very  thin or has penetrated the formation, a retractable-diameter 

The system  must provide an alternate path for the cuttings that does not interfere 

a If the lining material is  transported or created downhole as a liquid, it must set 

The lining material must be able to bridge  large gaps, especially for geothermal 

a Perhaps most difficult of all, the lining material must adhere  only to the  wellbore 

A sealing WLD system  would be extremely  versatile, because it  would  provide so many 
different benefits. 



1. With its ability to overcome overhnder pressure gradients, it could eliminate casing 
strings set to meet pressure criteria. In  the offshore application, this could save 
$500k in casing cost and $lM in associated rig cost and services. 

2. It would eliminate or greatly reduce the lost circulation problem in geothermal 
drilling, particularly in comparison with the standard cement plug technique that  is 
now standard. The WLD system would solve much of the placement problem that 
plagues cement, which is often ineffective because the cement does not remain in 
place long enough to seal the wellbore. In addition, cement often does not 
penetrate the wellbore wall or does not  bond adequately with the wall, so that the 
seal is lost  when  the cement is drilled out. 

shales) and  mechanical (sloughing, caving) wellbore instability. 

very expensive problem. 

formation fluids. 

cement required. 

consistent underbalanced drilling, with consequent improvements in penetration 
rate and productivity. 

protection to drilling fluids, downhole tools, and steering or logging electronics in 
high-temperature formations. 

3. An impermeable, reasonably strong, seal  would eliminate chemical (swelling 

4. It could shut  off shallow water flows in offshore drilling. This  is a common and 

5.  With sufficiently low permeability, it could protect tubulars against corrosion from 

6 .  It could produce a much better quality cement job and could reduce the amount of 

7. If the system  had sufficient resistance to formation pressure, it could allow 

8. A lining material  with low thermal conductivity could provide some thermal 

Patents exist on  systems  that construct rigid, sealed cement sheaths inside wellbores or line 
them  with spiral metal strips as the bit advances, but  these mechanisms are extremely 
complex and, to the authors' knowledge, have not  been  reduced to practice. 

An effective chemical WLD system could have significant cost reduction possibilities, 
depending on what  we  assume its capabilities to be. The least demanding requirement 
would  be simply to seal the wellbore against lost circulation, allowing trouble-free drilling 
and cementing casing,  but  we  can also imagine a much sturdier lining that could withstand 
geothermal production flow and could essentially replace steel casing altogether. Several 
variations of these possibilities were simulated with Sandia's well-cost model, starting with 
a well description similar to that  used  in Table 1, to assess the cost impact - results are 
given  in Table 1-a  below. Definition of the different cases: 

A. baseline trouble-free  well with standard casing profile and no lost circulation 
B. same well  profile as baseline, but  with  lost  circulation events in  each interval, 

treated by cementing 
C. same casing  profile  and LC in upper two intervals; drill 12-1/4" hole through third 

interval with  chemical WLD and continue drilling to  production depth for 12-1/4" 
production diameter - eliminate one casing string 

D. 13-3/8" casing  in first interval; drill 12-1/4" hole  with chemical WLD through 
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second and third intervals and cement 9-5/8” casing - eliminate one casing string 

5500’ - eliminate two casing strings. 
E. 13-3/8” casing in first interval; drill 12-1”’ hole to TD with chemical WLD to 

Lining costs are assumed to be the total of a mobilization fee of $SOk, a time charge of 
$200/hour, and materials cost of $200/cubic foot. Note that the lining is assumed to have a 
constant thickness of approximately 1-1/2”; this may not be realistic for wellbore intervals 
that are severely washed out. A material that penetrated the formation, however,  might 
have  much less thickness and  might  not be needed at all in completely impermeable 
intervals. 

If the lining apparatus is incorporated into the drill rig, then the mobilization charge and the 
time charge would be reduced or eliminated, or if the material charge is significantly less, 
then cost savings would  be  more dramatic. Results in Table 1-a include both the base  case 
lining cost and an optimistic scenario in  which lining costs are one-half the base  case. 

Tahle 1 - -  a Cod W.l3 sg&m 

Principal conclusions associated  with  this  analysis are the following: 
If the only benefit of a chemical WLD system is to cure lost circulation, then  it 
must be relatively inexpensive to be cost-effective. 
Elimination of a casing string is clearly a major cost saving, but the technical 
challenge of producing a chemical lining that will withstand  the heat, erosion, and 
chemistry of typical  geothermal fluid production is formidable. It would also 
require regulatory  recognition of the chemical lining as an acceptable substitute for 
casing. 

equipment handling) is  not  affected by the use of a lining system - this may  not  be 
realistic. 

The cost analysis assumes  that  time required for rig operations (drilling, tripping, 

. .   . .  : Another WLD concept, very different 
b n g  with casing6. In this technology,  the 
casing becomes the drill string and  thus  advances  with  the  hole depth instead of being 
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emplaced as a separate process. This system makes hole either by placing cutters on the 
casing shoe and rotating the casing or by latching a retrievable drilling motor with a 
retractable bit into the bottom of the casing and using that to cut rock. In commercial 
operation, a combination of casing rotation and motor-powered bit rotation is now being 
used. The dnlling with casing approach can be effective at saving tripping time and will be 
quite effective for improving wellbore stability. A system developed by TESCO’ may 
prove to be quite effective in dealing with shallow water flows in deep water drilling. 
Shallow water flows are a serious problem in deep water offshore drilling in the Gulf of 
Mexico and other offshore drilling targets. 

The goal of the TESCO casing-drilling program is to reduce the cost of a well by as much 
as 30%. The casing-drilling approach does not solve lost circulation problems as much as 
it eliminates trips, makes it possible to drill and rotate in zones of unstable wellbores, and 
makes bit changes faster by retrieving and replacing the biddrilling assembly on a wireline. 
Casing drilling has as its main attraction the possibility of significantly reducing the time 
and cost to drill, run casing, and cement the casing in place. The motivation is the 
reduction of flat time on the drilling curve. Drilling with the casing eliminates a trip out of 
the hole with drill pipe and a trip in with casing for each casing point reached, but for this 
system to be time-effective it must have a rate of penetration substantially the same as 
conventional drilling with a bit. It also offers some support for wellbore stability issues. 
For finding the proper casing point the system appears to provide a tool to continue to 
move forward when seeking a competent casing seat. 

Drilling with casing provides good mechanical strength to support the wellbore, and at 
least mitigates wellbore flow (lost circulation or luck). Its lack of sealing means that it is 
not a long-term solution to flow problems, because it does not address the problem of 
cementing loss zones once the casing is at the design depth*. 

. .  n-W1 s c h m n g - w :  is commercially done by at least two suppliers, 
although the actual mechanisms used by them are quite different. Weatherford provides a 
casing patch’ with longitudinal corrugations that is expanded to a larger diameter by a 
mandrel forced through the inside. The outside of the patch is coated with an epoxy resin, 
so some sealing capability is available. 

This tool is designed for use inside casing - Weatherford did not know of its use in open 
hole”, and it is not clear whether this can be done. The casing patch, as designed, appears 
to require an elastic metallic host for effective application. The elastic response of the host 
is used to hold the patch in compression. The patch’s diameter increase is limited, 
however, because the expander mandrel must fit through the casing already in place. An 
additional limitation is that the system has very little tolerance for unwanted material 
between the patch and the host casing. 

US Patent 5,366,012 by Lohbeck of Shell is the underlying technology for a completely 
different kind of expanding tubing that is available in both perforated or slotted tubulars 
and in solid expandable tubulars. Both product types use an “expander cone” forced 
through the tubing to enlarge cylindrical tubing to a greater diameter. The two product 
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types are licensed to different service companies, and each can be used either in open hole 
or inside casing. The perforated expanding tubulars” originally offered by Petroline, now 
acquired by Weatherford, use a combination of geometry and metallurgy that allows the 
mandrel to expand the inside diameter of the tubular to a larger dimension than the 
mandrel. This could be a significant benefit, in that a tubular and mandrel can be run in 
below existing casing and then the tubular can be expanded to the same, or larger, ID as the 
casing, thus losing no casing diameter. Typical “excess expansion” is about 4-696 of inside 
diameter. The down side of the perforated tubing is that it must be cemented in place 
because the joints cannot withstand torque, but if a cement job can be placed reliably then 
the tubing will not be needed to cure lost circulation. The perforated tubing still has 
potential to solve wellbore stability problems and the tubing can be run, expanded, and 
cemented in one pass, so that it is fairly quick to emplace. Current availability includes 
pipe sizes up to 13-3/8” casing. These tubulars are also available with sealing material on 
the outside surface. 

The solid tubulars offered by Enventure are available in expanded sizes up to slightly more 
than 14” ID, and that pipe will pass through 16” base casing before expansion. Even 
though the expanded ID will not pass the standard 14-3/4” bit used to drill out of 16” 
casing, a trouble zone below that casing size could be underreamed and have a solid 
tubular expanded in it without the necessity of cement and a custom 14” bit couId be used 
to drill ahead. Non-standard bit sizes are readily available and the difference between the 
bit diameters would not be enough to interfere with running 11-3/4” casing for the next 
string. 

Performance ratings for the expandable tubulars are an important issue. The burst, collapse 
and tensile capabilities of the post-deformed pipe will determine whether the pipe can be 
used for that application. The plastic deformation of the tubing results in a cold-worked 
steel. Literature for the solid expandable tubulars shows that the post yielded burst rating 
(compared to the rating before expansion) is reduced by 10-20%, but collapse is reduced by 
approximately 50%. For geothermal applications this would be very important since 
geothermal casings are usually larger diameter than oil and gas. In many geothermal casing 
designs the coliapse rating is the controlling factor that determines casing setting depths. 
The casing collapse issue could be moot if the expandable tubular was simply used as a 
wellbore patch, with conventional casing cemented inside it as the final production string. 

Recent progress in the development of the expandable casing system is also a way in 
which to mitigate the corrosion problems in the wellbore tubulars. Cladding methods were 
used by Chicago Bridge and Iron (Horton-clad materials) to protect storage tanks from 
internal corrosion by applying a layer of corrosion resistant metal to a less costly metal 
sheath. This approach is possible with the expandable casing concept. A corrosion 
resistant layer can be applied to the wellbore independent of the base lining material. The 
expandable casing approach could be used to line the hole with a corrosion resistant layer 
inside the mold-as-you-drill lining method. If testing and experience show that the lining 
can be used to reduce the corrosion attack on the metals as well as eliminating the cement 
and the subsequent C02 attack, the allowable cost to combine the benefits of both methods 
would be much greater. 



In  all  these scenarios, the central principle of using expandable tubulars is to preserve the 
wellbore diameter below the previous casing. For example, if  we encounter a trouble (lost 
circulation, high pressure, etc.) zone while drilling 12-1/4” hole out of 13-3/8” casing, and 
we  wish to use expandable tubulars to treat this problem, then it will require underreaming 
the trouble zone to a diameter at least 13-3/8” or larger so that the tubing can be expanded 
into it and then continue drilling 12-1/4” hole. 

The major benefit of the Shell-related  processes is the ability to drill near-single-diameter 
wellbores below the surface casing. This is estimated to save as much as 50% on offshore 
applications by eliminating multiple casing strings while maintaining the wellbore diameter 
as large as possible. 

Caw lV): SWL systems using chemical liners are 
theoretically feasible and could be  reasonably analogous to existing technology. Sandia 
has experimented with drillable straddle packers” and polyurethane grout13 for sealing loss 
zones, although the straddle packer has only  been demonstrated in experiments, and  the 
polyurethane has had one field demonstration. Although the experience with polyurethane 
has  shown promise as a downhole sealing material, it  is not clear that the properties can  be 
engineered to provide the type of material needed as  at least a temporary  wellbore lining, 
especially at temperature. 

If we are not to depend just on the chemical sealing in the formation fractures, the chemical 
SWL could also be  used as described for the structural SWL, that is a trouble zone could be 
underreamed and the entire wellbore filled with something like polyurethane grout, which 
could then be drilled out, leaving the existing wellbore diameter with a sealed lining in the 
trouble interval. If the underreamed  interval  were long, there would  be problems in 
keeping the bit centralized to leave the lining completely around the wellbore 
circumference, but this is at  least a possibility. 

Pipeline-lining technology  is  also very mature  and,  at least in principle, could be applied to 
open-hole sections of a well. Open-hole application of the chemical SWL system will be 
somewhat more challenging. Each of these chemical-lining systems has the same pros and 
cons discussed in the WLD section -they are effective in situations where the wellbore 
pressure exceeds the pore pressure,  but  not the converse. 

All of the SWL systems have one  major  advantage - they can be  used to treat  the trouble 
zones, not the entire wellbore - and  one major disadvantage -we still have long sections of 
open  hole while drilling. 

Other SWL concepts involve inflatable wellbore  patches that can  be placed using drill pipe 
or some even on wireline. These systems are a bit less robust than those that we have 
focused on in the descriptions. The polymer  systems replace cement as the material to seal 
the wellbore, which could produce time savings if the polymers are designed to harden 
much faster than cement. 
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A summary  of  which lining methods are effective in addressing the identified problems is 
given  below in Table 2. We should also note that scoring in Table 2 assumes that  all 
methods  can be made to work  at geothermal temperatures, which  may  turn out to be the 
most difficult development task for any  of the techniques. 

m 2  w p  

Case I WLD chemical Scoring code E = effective = 2 points 
Case II: WLD steel P =partially effective = 1 point 
Case III: SWL steel I = ineffective = 0 points 
Case IV: SWL. chemical ? = unknown 

4 

* 

VII. APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

Every different drilling and producing environment will emphasize different performance 
requirements. The application scenarios considered here include geothermal low 
temperature, geothermal high temperature, oil  and gas, high pressure/deep gas  wells, and 
offshore drilling operation needs. 

The  high downhole temperatures of geothermal drilling may  be a major technical 
challenge, but a great  deal of the most severe lost  circulation occurs in the top-hole section, 
where temperature is usually not severe. Lost circulation in this zone  has a dramatic affect 
on the cost of the well because of the  corresponding large diameters involved. More than 
one geothermal well  has  had 10 to 20 (and sometime more than 30) severe lost circulation 
events* before the surface casing is set  and  cemented. A first generation tool that was 
successful in this critical interval of the  well  would  yield significant time and cost savings. 

v: These (450%) wells encounter numerous lost circulation 
events, with  the most severe generally in the upper 1500 of the hole. These lost circulation 
events are often difficult to repair, sometimes requiring 3 to 10 attempts. The cost of these 
wells is strongly  affected  by the rig time, cement, and cementing services required to repair 
the  lost circulation. Other than  the  lost circulation, these wells are not difficult to drill, in 
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spite of being hot and often with  hard  rock. Typical basin and range wells like this would 
benefit significantly from solving the lost circulation problem in real time. Other 
techniques, such as foam cement and other materials have not reduced the well cost. 

-: Hotter geothermal (550% to 700%) wells also encounter 
severe  lost circulation and the well cost increases rapidly. Well control is an issue on  these 
wells,  and casing settings depths and  the quality of the cement job are critical. Competent 
wellbore  at  the shoe depth and quality cement are necessary to assure the success of the 
well. Underground blowouts can result, causing the loss of the well. These wells have 
higher daily cost than the shallower low temperature wells so there is an additional penalty 
for drilling delays. The cost of these wells has increased in the recent past. A successful 
well  bore lining process that can tolerate the temperature and provide a competent wellbore 
lining  would  reduce the cost of these wells by 25%. 

Severe lost circulation and the accompanying problems with cement are significant. With 
very  high temperature wells underground blowouts are a concern. Proper setting depths are 
a critical issue that a sealing WLD system  would possibly eliminate from the problem set. 

: These are the least complicated resource wells to dnll, 
and  have  relatively low cost. Casing is a significant portion of the well cost. Drilling rate 
of penetration is adequate. These wells are often drilled with PDC bits, and PDC style  bi- 
centered bits and underreamers would  work quite well in this environment (see  discussion 
of underreamers  in Section X). 

There would be only a limited contribution to well cost reduction where there are few 
problems  with liners and unexpected pressurized zones. Under pressured or depleted 
horizons can cause problems with differentially stuck drilling assemblies, but for low 
pressure oil and gas these  can  be overcome with  the use of aerated fluids. 

-: These wells are similar to geothermal dnlling in that the 
formations tend to be harder  and the well  control issue becomes most costly to handle. The 
rate of penetration  is better than  in  geothermal drilling but does suffer when the wells  are 
deep. Being able to ensure a full column of drilling fluid is essential to the primary  well 
control function. As the depths have increased the bottom hole temperatures have created 
problems for elastomers and electronics. Casing drilling, while not totally solving the well 
control issue, does eliminate some of the flat spots on the drilling curve, saving 
considerable cost. Critical balance  between fracture gradients and mud weights are an 
everyday concern. Many a well  has  been  lost when the required mud weight for well 
control was too close to the fracture gradient, causing loss of the  well.  In this type drilling, 
picking the proper casing setting depth becomes a very critical issue. Many  logging  and 
data systems have  been dedicated toward this balancing  act during drilling. 

High-pressure oil  and  gas  would  benefit  from  the ability to construct a single diameter well 
below the surface casing. The elimination of the time, expense and reduction in diameter 
when intermediate casing and liners are required  would be a significant cost reduction. 
The elimination of the contingent string or secondary liner would save rig time  and  casing 
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expense, while maintaining the well at an acceptable diameter. Very deep wells often  have 
numerous casing strings and liners in order to reach the resource,  which amplifies the 
exponential drilling cost increase with depth. 

w: One of the more difficult and dangerous drilling problems with 
offshore drilling in deep water is the imbalance of pore fluid pressure and drilling fluid in 
shallow  water-flow areas. The issue here is more a form of wellbore stability than  lost 
circulation or even well control. The first 1000 feet of sediment in the deep water offshore 
drilling is very  weak and subject to shallow water flows into the wellbore. Each of the 
lining approaches  may  have application to this problem set, where the flows can cause the 
loss of the  well. A method to prevent the shallow water-flow from being a factor in deep 
water offshore drilling would save a great deal of money,  because these drilling rigs have 
operating costs that reach $400,000 per day. 

VIII. STATE-OF-THE-ART AND  OTHER TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 

. .  

This section summarizes state-of-the-art for each of the four lining concepts described 
above  and specifies technology developments that would be necessary to bring each to 
commercial status. In considering technology development, it is important to remember 
that geothermal lost circulation problems most often occur in the upper part of the hole - 
this means that new tools may only have to operate under lower fluid pressures, at  lower 
temperatures, and are not constrained to fit in  very small diameters. 

m: In many  ways, this is the most desirable concept, as reflected by the scores 
in Table 2. It may,  however, also present the greatest challenge both  in downhole hardware 
design and in operational  complexity. Specific development tasks would include the 
following: a sealing material that can bridge reasonably large gaps, or be squeezed into the 
formation, and survive high temperature; a way (probably multi-conduit drill pipe) of 
delivering sealing-material components to the applicator near the bit; a method (possibly 
reverse circulation) of separating rock cuttings from the sealing material; and a way  of 
withdrawing the bit  without damaging the  newly  placed lining. See the discussion of  these 
topics  in the next section. 

Our original intent was  to look into lining the  wall of the  wellbore  while drilling, so that a 
single diameter borehole  could be drilled and lined from below the surface casing to just 
above the resource. The lining was  not  necessarily intended to be the permanent wellbore 
lining, but would  at least permit drilling the well without stopping to run and cement 
casing in place. The continuous lining process would also eliminate the lost circulation 
interference during drilling and would eliminate also the need for the "contingent string" or 
"trouble-covering casing". Judging from information gathered  to date, a jump  to real-time 
lining might be  premature.  The downhole molding / extruding system will be complex. It 
must provide the molding device, pass the drilling fluid and cuttings to the annulus, and 
provide a temporary seal between the tool  and the previously lined wellbore. 

This casing drilling method is near commercial now, so the needs here  are  to 
make the system cheaper, more reliable, or more relevant to geothermal use. The system 
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has the virtues described above in Section VI  and  prototypes have a relatively large range 
of field e~perience’”~. One identified need  is better underreamers for harder geothermal 
formations. Recently TESCO of Canada has introduced a system that provides for a 
locking  assembly  at the bottom of the casing  that  will accept any form of drilling assembly. 
The current design requires the use of  an underreamer to provide clearance for the casing to 
follow. 

SWLskA As described above, there are now commercial sources for this technology, 
which  has a relatively broad experience There are at least two manufacturers for 
both the “expandable perforated / slotted metal“, such  as screens and gravel packs and for 
solid expandable tubindpipe liners for both open hole  and for lining existing ~ a s i n g ~ ” ~ ~ .  
The solid pipe expansion concept is similar to the older approach of casing patches 
provided  by a number of suppliers. The fact  that this concept is applicable to open hole 
provides  the means to approach a number of problems that exist in the drilling and 
production of geothermal and oil and gas drilling and workover efforts. 

Weatherford’s casing patch’ is formed in a corrugated shape for installation. The mandrel 
expands the  shape from a corrugated to  smooth  round shape that is now compressed 
against the wall. The elastic response of the casing being repaired is part of the sealing 
process.  Trapped material behind the patch obstructs its full expansion and can prevent 
removal of the  mandrel  that forms the patch in place. The Weatherford casing patch’s 
limited  tolerance for trapped material behind  the  patch  would complicate its use in open 
hole,  and  the  tool  has not been advertised for this application. 

Some of the development challenges for these techniques are the same  as 
for WLD chemical, but there are significant simplifying factors: 

Lining only applied in trouble zones,  reducing amount of material required. 
Applicator tool doesn’t have to  be  part of the drill string, although having it as  part 
of the  BHA during drilling would  greatly reduce time required to apply coating. 
Can apply lining either slower or faster than bit’s ROP. 

If the SWL chemical patch were to be applied over a limited depth interval a batch process 
would be possible. This would be much  simpler than the continuously molded lining based 
on a polymer or other material. It is even possible that a special formulation of cement 
could  be  used for this purpose. The critical timing issue of the continuously molded liner is 
mostly eliminated as well. 

E. SUPPORTING I ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES 

There are several technologies that can either enable or improve the lining methods 
described above. Most of the systems will  require  some device (tool, bit, or underreamer) 
to create a hole larger in diameter than the ID of the casing above it. This can be done with 
underreamers, bits with retractable cutters that will collapse to a smaller diameter than the 
bit originally drilled, or with bi-center bits. 

The  lateral  clearance  between the drilling bit  and the wall is very small, usually a fraction 
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of an  inch in competent rock. In  hard  rock applications the wall will  not  yield enough to 
accommodate the lining. After the well is drilled and lined in some way, pulling out of the 
hole or entering the newly lined hole will require an underreaming bit. It is possible that a 
new generation of bi-center bits, based  on PDC drag cutters, can be  meet this need if 
research into hard-rock PDC cutters is suc~essful’~. 

-: Underreamers are bit bodies with extendable arms that cany additional 
cutters to enlarge the hole. The arm extension is activated by hydraulic or mechanical 
means. For geothermal drilling, harder lithologies will cause some additional concern over 
an available underreamer. Roller-cone  based underreamers are not  commonly  used in hard 
fractured formations because of the high loads imposed on the cutter support arms. 
Experience in the  Imperial  Valley geothermal area is  that underreaming the production 
interval below casing (to clean out scale) will frequently result in breaking underreamer 
arms 8-10 times in a 1000-foot interval”. If a roller-cone based underreamer is to be used, 
a much sturdier underreamer arm is needed. 

The demands on an underreamer needed for chemical wellbore lining are  somewhat less 
than for the current selection of commercial underreamers, because the underreamer 
needed for the lining process will  only require a diameter expansion of approximately 1-112 
to 2 inches.-This  may permit a more sturdy support concept than now used for 
underreamers that require expansions of 4” to 8”  or more,  but the underreamer for this 
application  will be employed continuously during drilling. 

Casing-drilling systems will need expandable drill heads or underreamers in order to open 
the hole sufficiently to accommodate casing. The amount of clearance between the casing 
and the wellbore may be smaller than  is current practice but  will be needed nonetheless. In 
sedimentary formations of oil and  gas drilling, PDC style drag cutters appear adequate. For 
the more challenging hard fractured rock common in geothermal resources, additional 
development may be needed to qualify hard  rock  drag cutters for the expandable bit 
approach. Drilling-with-casing will  require a solid underreamer capability, but  the amount 
of expansion of the bit  will  be  much  less  than a conventional hole opener. 

-: Bi-centered bits PCB)  are solid-body drag cutter bits that  can enter 
the hole through a casing that is smaller in diameter than the resulting drilled hole.  At the 
tip of a BCB there is a pilot bit  that  rotates  along  the centerline of the drilled hole  and acts 
as a pivot  point for an eccentric section of the body  that cuts a larger diameter. BCB sizes 
are specified in the format  “A x B” where A is the inside diameter of casing that  will pass 
the  bit  and B is the final diameter of the drilled hole - a typical size is 8-112 x 9-718 inches. 
Bi-centered bits are a possible design  that  might  provide the low-clearance  underreaming 
function. 

Bi-centered bits” and  drill-and-ream  designs w~th  PDC cutters are becoming  common  in 
oil and  gas drilling. Commercially  available  bi-centered bits can drill out the  cement from 
the casing shoe and then drill a larger diameter  hole  without a trip to change  BHA. This 
promises to save a great deal of  money, especially in the offshore drilling areas. Each of 
the major bit companies has a product in this category. 
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If PDC cutters can  be qualified for the harder formations and can accommodate some 
degree of fractured formation, then the bi-centered designs similar to the products already 
available may  be applicable. To drill and expand the hole  at  the same time has been  shown 
to be  an acceptable approach using the bi-centered design. 

N p . a r - R i t :  A recent innovation is a Near-Bit Reamerz3 that allows underreaming 
while drilling. This tool  is similar to an expandable stabilizer, with cutters extended 
outward by hydraulic  pressure differential between the drill pipe  and annulus. The cutters 
are PDC style drag elements. 

-: If this technique needs a multi-conduit drill string, there is some 
experience in this area. For a molded-in-place or injected polymer (or other injectable 
material) a two-conductor drill pipe may be required. There have  been past efforts at  the 
development  and  use of a multi-conduit drill pipe. Walker-Neer Company produced and 
sold a two-conduit  low pressure ConCor pipe dating back to the 1960s. For the purposes 
of the mold or inject into place system the ConCor pipe  would provide a satisfactory path 
for the materials to be delivered downhole. A more recent two-pipe effort was by  Flow 
Drill Inc  to  support very high pressure drilling fluids to the bit4. Finally, dual-tube reverse 
circulation rigs  (Lang Exploratory Drilling, Salt Lake City UT) are in commercial use 
today. The concept needed in this project  is to deliver the materials to the bottom hole  to 
line the  wellbore. For a continuous system a batch process is not likely to  be able to 
support the downhole system for an acceptable continuous drilling duration. 

. .  

of the hale: Where  real time lost circulation 
control or well control ability are needed, there most likely will  be a need  for a low 
pressure moving seal against the wellbore. It may  be necessary to develop a moving or 
sliding low-pressure seal that can separate the fluids near the bit from the annulus fluids. 
The seal may be required  to seal against recently drilled wellbore  wall or against the 
wellbore lining that  has  been deposited on  the  wall of the hole. In general, geothermal 
formations are underpressured  because  hot  water  is less dense than cold, so the pore 
pressure from the hot-water column in the formation has less static head than the cooler 
drilling fluid. This means that the pressure differential across a moving seal will depend 
primarily on drilling fluid density and formation temperature.  For example, if we  assume a 
9.6 ppg drilling fluid and a geothermal gradient from 100% at the surface to 300% at 3000 
feet, then  lost circulation at 3000 feet would  produce  differential pressure across a seal of 
246 psi.  If, however, the mud  weight  were 8.6 ppg,  which is more  typical of geothermal 
practice, the differential pressure would  only  be 96 psi. Sealing even this lower pressure 
against the freshly emplaced lining material could be difficult, but  this shows an order of 
magnitude of the problem. It should be  much easier to seal  against the wellbore wall lining 
than  against the drilled formation. This concept is similar to a rotating head in reverse. 

The seal  will need to be pressure energized and be able to sustain life through the depth of 
hole to be  drilled  between casing points.  Aerated fluids may also be  used to keep the 
pressure differential in control. In  any case the  seal is to isolate the  bit area from the 
hydrostatic  head of annular space. The process is similar to using reverse circulation 
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drilling  using a one or two conduit drill pipe. This development item does not appear to be 
a show stopping need. Walker Neer showed a self energized moving seal in their section 
of the 1984-85 Composite Catalog. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 

Although the design of a conventional casing string has contradictory criteria, as discussed 
in Section II, partial or even temporary  replacement of this conventional casing would  have 
many advantages. In considering this,  however, we must remember that casing technology 
is very mature and measures to significantly alter it  will almost certainly entail increased 
initial installation cost, which  must  be  made  up  in lower overall project cost. This seems to 
indicate clearly that alternate wellbore lining technologies should be aimed at  high-cost 
wells - geothermal, deep gas, offshore - where cost savings could be substantial. 

In Section IV we  have outlined a number of different problems that could be solved or 
mitigated by alternate wellbore linings  and  in  Section VI we have categorized four types of 
lining technologies, some variants of which are. either commercially available or near it. 
With  this spectrum of application scenarios, it is clearly possible that there is  no single best 
solution for all the categories of problem. 

v: In this situation  then, we must examine the implications of the 
questions: Is there a systematic way  of choosing  the best alternative wellbore lining method 
to solve a specific problem? If all four lining methods were available, even at comparable 
cost, how would one choose the system to use? What is an optimum or acceptable solution 
to a set of lining needs? If a lining method is  not available, should it be developed? What 
defines the optimum system that combines a useful result in lining the wellbore with 
having a chance for actual development? The performance criteria for the system to be 
used  in geothermal drilling will be slightly different than that for the oil and  gas  application 
and  it may actually be that the system for oil  and  gas is more difficult because of the greater 
depths  and higher pressures. 

In  general, selection criteria for choosing a system  will be based on these characteristics of 
the  problem: 

How quickly must a loss zone be sealed in the lost circulation application? 
e How quickly must the inflow I kick zone be sealed in the well control 

e Are lost circulation or downhole cross flows severe enough to justify stepwise 

e Can  any one of the lining concepts be a remedy for an underground blowout? 
Must the lining permeability be low enough to prevent HzS and COz attack on 

e What are the equipment, material, and operation-time costs of the alternative lining 

consideration? 

lining? 

casing and cement? 

system? 

T n s t :  As  an example of how  this  selection process might work, we will examine 
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the  choice' of a system to address geothermal lost circulation -the problem that initiated 
this study. Among  the  problem  set  we have discussed, lost circulation still dominates 
geothermal drilling cost. Discussion in Section N and scoring in Table 2 indicate that 
chemical  systems - either continuous or stepwise - are the most effective for lost 
circulation, primarily  because  they seal the wellbore  both for immediate remedy of lost 
circulation and for later cementing of the casing. The ability to seal the wellbore to lost 
circulation as the well  is  being dnlled would be a major breakthrough for  the geothermal 
industry. The ultimate wellbore lining concept or tool would seal immediately behind the 
bit while drilling, but  the step-wise approach may have great  utility for dealing with some 
severe lost circulation problems. Severe lost circulation and subsurface cross-flows cost 
the geothermal drilling effort up to 25% of the cost of the well. 

Having sketched a concept of a chemical WLD (continuous) system  and described its 
criteria and  benefits in Section VI, we are still faced with the facts that nothing like this 
exists today and  that development of this lund of  hardware.  would be a formidable task. If 
we forego this relatively high-risk R&D, we are left with the choice among three concepts 
that have, to some extent, been demonstrated in the field - continuous steel WLD by casing 
drilling, steel SWL by expandable tubulars, and chemical SWL through polyurethane 
grouting. This choice can  be quantified at least to first order by  using published values for 
field performance and manufacturers' information on  pricing. 

Judged solely  from the standpoint of efficacy against lost circulation, the limited field 
experience to date indicates that chemical step-wise lining would  be  most effective, 
followed by structural step-wise lining (expandable tubulars) and structural continuous 
lining (casing drilling).  For these technologies to gain  wide application, the following 
developments would be extremely useful, if  not  mandatory. 

Chemical step-wise: multi-conduit drill pipe, a way to eliminate packers that 

Structural step-wise: high-temperature sealant that could  be applied to the outside 
control placement, and high-temperature sealant. 

of the  tubular, field demonstration of this technique applied to lost circulation, more 
use of the expanded tubing  in other applications for possible economy-of-scale cost 
reduction, convertible  bit  that could underream  without a trip, and tubing 
insertiodtransport techniques in the hole that  would  reduce tripping for this kind of 
installation. 
Structural continuous: a method to seal the loss zone  and still allow for the rotating, 
advancing casing. In general, this method seems least likely to solve lost circulation 
problems, although  it could be extremely effective against  wellbore instability and 
in reducing well cost by reducing flat time. 

J U U h l d  Neither of the chemical lining systems envisioned here seems capable of 
dealing with  the  pressure  differential  when drilling into a high-pressure oil  or  gas reservoir, 
although epoxies injected into sandstone showed considerable strength - sealing formation 
to wellbore fluid up to 800 psi depending on  the diameter of the  hole24. Polyurethane plugs 
with compressive strength  above 5000 psi  have  been  made. 

An underground blowout  often results in the loss of the well, but it is a difficult problem 
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because the short wellbore interval between the entry point  and  the exit point does not 
allow a fluid column that will overcome the pressure of the entry fluid. This also means 
that a step-wise metal liner would get little support from internal fluid pressure, and the 
fracture gradient above the liner would not  support  very  heavy (> 14 ppg) mud. 

Expandable tubulars may partially solve the problem of underground blowouts in the high 
temperature geothermal application if they  can  work in open-hole situations, although there 
will  be  problems in getting the expandable tubing into the well  under  pressure. If a lengthy 
section of expandable tubing were placed across the weak section below the last casing 
shoe it might provide the support needed for sealing the wellbore. Underground blowouts 
in  oil  and gas wells are very difficult (to impossible) to repair. In high pressure wells 
where  the setting depth of the last casing shoe  has  not anticipated the high  pressure 
encountered, the well may be lost. Expandable tubing  may offer some help for this 
situation. 

Q b x p k m s :  One of the most interesting uses for wellbore lining in the geothermal 
industry may  be  the ability to shut off cold-water flows that lower the temperature of 
produced fluids. A need for this application could arise during initial completion of the 
well or later when the cold-water flow increases due to changes in wellbore pressures. The 
choices here are  most likely between the stepwise systems, because cold-water influx is 
relatively localized. Since the polyurethane grouting has  been  partially demonstrated in the 
field and expandable tubulars have been widely applied (although not for this purpose), a 
cost/performance evaluation of these concepts for this purpose might be an interesting area 
for a proof of concept test. The  same kind of shutoff  problem exists for formation water 
being  produced  with oil or watering out a gas  well. As the  well produces, some of the 
perforations  will  be “watered out” and production from the  well will be improved by 
shutting off the flow from those perforations that are now producing mostly  water. 

The greatest dollar benefit for any wellbore-lining application may be in a real-time sealing 
system to shut off shallow water flow in  deep-water offshore drilling. This is a design 
objective for casing drilling, but its effectiveness is unknown to date. This problem has 
been emphasized in several recent proposals to the Drilling Engineering Association for 
Joint Industry Projects. Past analysis of flat-time effects has highlighted this problem. 

XI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

There appear to be substantial financial benefits to any  wellbore lining system  that  would 
mitigate  the severe and costly lost circulation problems, but a key function in  considering 
the system(s) is to document how  much  wells  actually cost and where in the dnlling 
process those costs occur. Only if this information  is  in  place can we evaluate the 
acceptable  cost for a lining system. 

Documenting  the costs and the benefits using  actual  well information must be done on a 
real-world  statistical and analytical basis. Sandia’s current well cost study should 
emphasize the cost of problems and the benefits of solving those problems. Unless the cost 



is documented, gathering support  within  the industry will be slow  and difficult to achieve. 
A successful program  would also tend to work  itself out of a job. 

The benefits of a monobore well are touted by Shell to reduce offshore well cost by 50%. 
Monobore for geothermal  may not achieve near that level of  well cost reduction. But the 
reduction in casing and cementing cost and the near elimination of lost circulation cost can 
be compared to  what the cost per well  might be for the mold-in-place  wellbore lining 
system. 

The role of any  government-funded  project  is to make  the  technology available to the 
industry in a cost effective manner. Sandia is not in the service business and  will need to 
find partners for the  work.  For geothermal work, the industry partner is likely to be a small 
consortium of domestic and  foreign geothermal operators. For oil and gas, the service 
provider would more likely be an existing or emerging company in  an aligned service 
function area. Through the partners it is possible to continue to identify the problems as 
cleanly as possible. Sandia should focus on the problems that are the most relevant to our 
expertise and that are most  likely to prevent the concept’s success. Sandia’s participation 
at a team level, not as the system designer, will probably  be  viewed as an  advantage. 

Sandia should work on components, such as drag cutters and underreamers that 

Sandia should use its broad expertise in materials to perform tests that qualify 
would be useful to more  than  one technique or system. 

materials considered for field work. These should include bench-scale or other 
tests on materials or hardware  at  high temperature. Qualify materials and systems 
with lab scale testing followed by cooperative field testing. 

develop an industry  partner  who  would test and evaluate the prototype systems, and 
then determine how  to best commercialize the system. 

Specific recommendations can be  made for each of the technologies. 

After small-scale tests in a simulated wellbore, every effort should be made to 

1. Develop a method of sealing open hole with expandable tubulars. 
2. In a field test, document the cost, design  and  performance of expandable tubulars in 

a lost circulation application. 
3. In a field test, document  the cost, design and performance of expandable tubulars in 

a wellbore stability application. 
4. Do a systems  analysis to determine if there are technology/process changes that 

would  lower the cost of expandable tubulars for geothermal lost circulation 
applications. 

now. 
5. Monitor industry progress,  because  both  of the techniques are near commercial use 

1. Continue current work  on the inflatable packer  and use of polyurethane foam. 
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2. Develop step-wise mold-in-place techniques for quick, inexpensive placement 
through the drill pipe, using an installation mechanism carried during drilling with 
the sealing materials delivered when  needed. The ability to apply this technique 
without  tripping out will need a good  bit of development work. This would be very 
effective in reducing the impact of lost circulation in geothermal drilling on an  as 
needed basis, not necessarily required on a continuous basis. 

3. Focus on a temporary liner where the final completion process would be done with 
standard casing. As confidence in the integrity of the line-while-you- drill lining is 
established a system that is permanent can be considered. 

1. Let  the learning process of the spot application teach the developer more about the 
limitations of a continuous mold-in-place system. Outline concepts through 
systems analysis. 

For  geothermal drilling with severe lost circulation the mold-in-place lining system  offers 
the most complete solution. The lining could be  on demand or continuous. Cost will be 
the deciding issue. The cost penalty of severe lost circulation provides a good window  to 
establish the acceptable cost of a solution. Twenty-five percent of a $2 million dollar 
simple  geothermal  well is a good incentive. For wells that are more expensive ($3.5  to $5 
million) the benefit is even more attractive. The cost  benefit motivation appears to be  there 
for this  approach if a step-wise mold in  place  system cannot be developed that would  not 
require  the  trip out of the hole to apply  the fix. 

-: These technologies support more than one of the lining 
techniques. 

1. Continue to develop an effective hard  rock drag cutter. Each of the wellbore lining 

2. Identify  material temperature limitations and develop alternatives for the mold-in- 

3. Determine the feasibility of a moving  wellbore  wall seal. Establish estimates for 

systems could depend on the use of an underreamer or expandable bit. 

place concepts. 

life and pressure limitations. Model  the pressure requirements. 

XII. SOURCES 

We expected that articles and publications would  document past efforts, both successful 
and unsuccessful, so a literature search  was  conducted  using  the SPE and Tulsa University 
Abstract Files to determine the type  and number of prior efforts dealing with wellbore 
lining. The broad  search for wellbore lining brought  up  many irrelevant references, but 
contained a number of interesting items. Other literature searches (casing, lightweight 
cement, underreamers)  were to aid in determining the  state-of-the-art. Finger and  Livesay 
also interviewed a number of current and  past  participants in the development of wellbore 
lining concepts. 
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